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Abstract—Conventionally, a frequency domain condition on
the spacing error transfer function is employed to assure string
stability in a vehicle platoon. While this criteria guarantees that
the power of spacing error signals diminish downstream, in order
to avoid a collision it is more relevant to study the maximum
spacing errors across the platoon. In this paper, we first re-
examine the notion of string stability as it relates to safety
by providing an upper bound on the maximum spacing error
of any vehicle in a homogeneous platoon in terms of the lead
vehicle’s input. We also extend our previous work by providing
a sufficient condition for minimum string stable headway for
platoons experiencing burst-noise packet losses. Finally, we utilize
throttle and brake maps to develop a longitudinal vehicle model
and validate it against a Lincoln MKZ which is then used for
numerical corroboration of the proposed lossy vehicle following
algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicle platooning has been studied since the late 1950s,
with early efforts [1] simply attempting to replicate human
drivers. Modern approaches to platooning focus on achieving
the tightest possible inter-vehicle spacing as this has been
demonstrated to improve traffic throughput (mobility) as well
as reduce fuel consumption [2], [3]. At the same time, a
sufficient headway has to be maintained between vehicles
to prevent pile-ups. Consequently, a majority of research on
vehicle platooning involves achieving the smallest possible
inter-vehicle spacing while guaranteeing safety.
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) systems are now widely
available on passenger vehicles. These use onboard sensors
(typically radar) to measure the relative velocity and distance
to the preceding vehicle. This information is then used in a
servomechanism to supply throttle or brake input to the ego
vehicle. Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) systems
have the additional capability of obtaining state information
(typically acceleration) directly from the preceding vehicle
using wireless Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication. Ad-
vanced cooperative systems implement more complex commu-
nication typologies and can utilize information from multiple
preceding or succeeding vehicles. In this work, we focus on
one-vehicle (CACC) and two-vehicle (CACC+) predecessor
lookup schemes.
To prevent collisions in a platoon of vehicles, local fluc-
tuations in spacing errors need to be damped out as they
propagate across the string. This condition for string stability
is often expressed and analyzed in terms of a frequency
domain condition [4] which ensures that the 2-norm of spacing
errors do not amplify. However from a safety perspective, the
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maximum spacing error of the vehicles is more relevant as
it dictates if a collision will occur. In this study, we present
an upper bound for this infinity norm of spacing errors as
a function of the lead vehicle’s input signal. This result,
presented for both CACC1 and CACC+ schemes, can also be
used to pick a safe standstill distance, which many previous
works either ignore or set arbitrarily.
For studying string stability, we model vehicles as point
masses whose acceleration can be controlled through first
order actuation dynamics:
x¨i = ai, τ a˙i + ai = ui, (1)
where ui is the control input and xi is the position of the i
th
vehicle. While the lag in individual vehicles of the platoon may
vary, it is reasonable to assume that it is bounded above by
some value for all vehicles. We will use this upper bound as the
maximum lag τ for the platoon. In this way, any heterogeneity
in the parasitic lags in the platoon can be accounted for.
We note that such models have been used successfully in
experiments conducted in the California PATH projects [6],
[7]. As further corroboration for the validity of the linearized
model, we also present numerical simulations with a higher
fidelity model-in-loop (MIL) setup that has been validated
against data from a 2017 Lincoln MHZ Hybrid.
It has been long established [4] that for an ACC platoon,
string stability can be guaranteed if the time headway chosen is
at least twice the sum of parasitic lags in the vehicle, assuming
homogeneity in vehicle capabilities. It has also been demon-
strated that the time headway can be safely reduced further in
CACC platoons using V2V communication [8]. Majority of
early work on vehicle platooning ignored imperfections in the
V2V links. In reality, wireless channels are prone to packet
drops due to interference and/or bandwidth restrictions. In the
last decade, researchers have noted that lossy communication
channels degrade string stability [9], [10]. Workarounds have
also been proposed [11], [12] that utilize observers to estimate
the information lost due to dropped packets. The algorithm in
[11] does not account for the packet loss rate and consequently
enforces a significant penalty on the time headway even if only
a few packets are dropped. While [12] suggests that the mini-
mum stabilizing time headway increases with packet loss rates,
it does not provide an express relationship between headway
and the effective loss rate. Moreover, both of them enforce
additional computational burden as they require implementing
an observer.
Earlier work from the authors [5], [13] proposed a new
limit on the minimum time headway for lossy CACC platoons,
given a packet reception probability. In this paper, which is
1A portion of this paper has been accepted for publication at the IEEE ITSC
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2an extension of [5], we discuss the difficulties in obtaining a
similar limit for CACC+ schemes and instead propose a usable
approximation.
In short, the contributions of this work are as follows:
• Provide a bound on the maximum spacing error of
any vehicle in a homogeneous platoon, which has more
bearing on safety compared to traditional requirements of
string stability.
• Provide a sufficient condition on the minimum string
stable time headway for lossy platoons.
• Demonstrate the validity of the proposed lossy vehicle
follower systems through high fidelity numerical simula-
tions.
It should be noted that the results pertaining to CACC+
in this paper are novel, while those for CACC have recently
been accepted for a conference presentation and have been
replicated here for completeness.
II. MAXIMUM SPACING ERRORS IN A STRING
Consider a string of N vehicles, where vehicles are indexed
in an ascending order with index 0 referring to the lead vehicle.
Let ζi(t) denote the state of the i
th vehicle in a string at time t;
yi(t) denote the output of the i
th vehicle (such as spacing and
velocity errors in the ith vehicle with respect to some origin).
Let di(t) be the disturbance acting on the i
th vehicle. Let Si
denote the set of vehicles whose information is available to
the ith vehicle for feedback. Let IN := {1, 2, . . . , N} denote
the set of indices of all the vehicles in the platoon except
the lead vehicle. For some appropriate functions fij and hi,
the evolution of spacing errors may be described by a set of
equations of the form:
ζ˙i =
∑
j∈Si
fij(ζi, ζj , di), ei = hi(ζi), i ∈ IN .
When the disturbances are absent, note that ζi = 0, i ∈
IN is an equilibrium solution of the above set of coupled
evolution equations. We use the following generalization of the
definition of string stability due to Ploeg et al [14], Besselink
and Knorn [15]:
Definition (Scalable Weak Input-State Stability): The non-
linear system is said to be scalably input-output stable if there
exist functions β ∈ KL and σ ∈ K and a number Nmin such
that for any N ≥ Nmin and for any bounded disturbances
di(t), i ∈ IN ,
max
i∈IN
‖ζi(t)‖ ≤ β(
∑
i∈IN
‖ζi(0)‖, t) + σ(max
i∈IN
‖di(t)‖∞).
With feedback linearization, these equations reduce to:
ζ˙1 = A0ζ1 +Dw0, (2)
ζ˙i = A0ζi +Byi−1, ∀i ≥ 2 (3)
yi = Cζi, ∀i ≥ 1, (4)
where w0(t) denotes the acceleration of the lead vehicle, A0
is Hurwitz matrix, B,C,D are respectively constant matrices.
In applications such as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
and Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC), the set of
vehicles from which information is available is Si = {i − 1}
for a single preceding vehicle lookup scheme. This scenario is
explored in Theorem 1. Theorem 2 explores multiple vehicle
lookup schemes, where we could have Si = {i − 1, i −
2, . . . , i − r}, where r depends on the connectivity. In a
string of identical vehicles as has been shown in [4], [8], one
obtains the following error evolution equations using a Laplace
transformation for the case Si = {i− 1}:
Yi(s) = H(s)Yi−1(s),
where H(s) is a rational, proper, stable transfer function.
The requirement of string stability has thus far [4], [16], [17]
been used as ‖H(jw)‖∞ ≤ 1.
From [18], it is known that the input-output relationship for
a rational, proper transfer function is:
‖yi‖2 ≤ ‖H(jw)‖∞‖yi−1‖2,
where the input and output are measured by their L2 norms
(power in the error signals). Practical consideration for this
application requires us to consider ‖yi‖∞ (the maximum value
of the output) as it has direct bearing on safety; however, the
corresponding input-output relationship from [18] is
‖yi‖∞ ≤ ‖h(t)‖1‖yi−1‖∞,
where h(t) is the unit impulse response of the transfer function
H(s). It is known from [18] that H(0) ≤ ‖H(jw)‖∞ ≤
‖h(t)‖1 and that H(0) =
∫∞
0
h(t) = ‖h(t)‖1, when h(t) ≥ 0
for all t ≥ 0. Typical information flow structures such as
the one for ACC and CACC are such that H(0) = 1,
thereby putting a lower bound on ‖h(t)‖1 = 1. However, for
ascertaining string stability, one must attain this lower bound;
an obstacle to attaining the lower bound is to find controller
gains that render the unit impulse response of H(s) non-
negative. This is a variant of the open problem of transient
control and there are currently no systematic procedures for
determining the set of gains for this case.
In the first theorem, we exploit the bounded structure of
leader’s acceleration and the finite duration of lead vehicle
maneuvers to prove that it suffices to consider ‖H(jw)‖∞ ≤ 1
to show the uniform boundedness of spacing errors.
Theorem 1. Suppose:
• The error propagation equations are given by
ζ˙1(t) = A0ζ1(t) +Dw0(t), (5)
ζ˙i(t) = A0ζi(t) +Byi−1(t), ∀i ≥ 2 (6)
yi(t) = Cζi(t), ∀i ≥ 1, (7)
and A0 is a Hurwitz matrix;
• the lead vehicle executes a bounded acceleration maneu-
ver in finite time, i.e., w0(t) ∈ L2 ∩ L∞;
• ‖C(jwI −A0)−1B‖∞ ≤ 1 and
• For some α∗ > 0,
∑N
i=1 ‖ζi(0)‖ ≤ α∗ for every N .
Then, there exists a M1,M2 > 0, independent of N , such that
for all i ≥ 1:
‖yi(t)‖∞ ≤M1α∗ +M2‖w0(t)‖2.
3Proof. From A0 being Hurwitz, and from Linear System
Theory [18], one obtains for some constants, β2, β∞, γ2, γ∞,
ζ1(t) = e
A0tζ1(0) +
∫ t
0
eA0(t−τ)Dw0(τ)dτ,
ζi(t) = e
A0tζi(0) +
∫ t
0
eA0(t−τ)Byi−1(τ)dτ, i ≥ 2,
⇒ ‖y1(t)‖2 ≤ β2‖ζ1(0)‖ + γ2‖w0(t)‖2,
‖y1(t)‖∞ ≤ β∞‖ζ1(0)‖+ γ∞‖w0(t)‖∞,
‖yi(t)‖2 ≤ β2‖ζi(0)‖+ ‖yi−1(t)‖2, i ≥ 2.
Note that the last inequality results from ‖C(jwI −
A0)
−1B‖∞ ≤ 1. The last two inequalities can be expressed
as:
‖yi(t)‖2 ≤ β2(
i∑
j=2
‖ζj(0)‖) + ‖y1(t)‖2,
≤ β2(
∑
i∈IN
‖ζi(0)‖) + γ2‖w0(t)‖2,
≤ β2α∗ + γ2‖w0(t)‖2.
From [19], it follows that if
J := min{g}, subject to:
CTPC − gI ≺ 0,
P ≻ 0, AP + PAT +BBT = 0,
then for some η > 0 and for all i ≥ 1,
‖yi(t)‖∞ ≤ η‖ζi(0)‖+
√
J‖yi−1(t)‖2,
≤ (
√
Jβ2 + η)α
∗ +
√
Jγ2‖w0(t)‖2.
This completes the proof.
Remark: The condition that the initial errors must be abso-
lutely summable is trivially satisfied as there are only finitely
many vehicles in a string. For guaranteeing that errors are
within a specified bound, one must ensure that the absolute
sum of initial errors is within acceptable levels.
For a two vehicle lookup scheme, the requirement placed
on the transfer functions is:
‖H1(jω)‖∞ + ‖H2(jω)‖∞ ≤ 1, (8)
where:
‖H1(s)‖∞ = Yi(s)
Yi−1(s)
‖H2(s)‖∞ = Yi(s)
Yi−2(s)
Consequently, we obtain an extension of Theorem 1 for a
CACC+ policy:
Theorem 2. Suppose the error propagation equations are
given by
ζ˙1(t) = A0ζ1(t) +Dw0(t), (9)
ζ˙2(t) = A0ζ2(t) +B1y1(t), (10)
∀i ≥ 3, ζ˙i(t) = A0ζi(t) +B1yi−1(t) +B2yi−2(t), (11)
∀i ≥ 1, yi(t) = Cζi(t), (12)
where A0 is a Hurwitz matrix; furthermore, suppose that
• the lead vehicle executes a bounded acceleration maneu-
ver in finite time, i.e., w0(t) ∈ L2 ∩ L∞;
• ‖C(jwI − A0)−1B1‖∞ + ‖C(jwI − A0)−1B2‖∞ ≤ 1
and
• For some α∗ > 0,
∑N
i=1 ‖ζi(0)‖ ≤ α∗ for every N .
Then, there exists a M1,M2 > 0, independent of N , such that
for all i ≥ 1:
‖yi(t)‖∞ ≤M1 +M2‖w0(t)‖2.
Proof. From A0 being Hurwitz, and from Linear System
Theory [18], one obtains for some constants, β2, β∞, γ2, γ∞,
ζ1(t) = e
A0tζ1(0) +
∫ t
0
eA0(t−τ)Dw0(τ)dτ,
ζ2(t) = e
A0tζ2(0) +
∫ t
0
eA0(t−τ)B1y1(τ)dτ,
ζi(t) = e
A0tζi(0) +
∫ t
0
eA0(t−τ)B1yi−1(τ)dτ
+
∫ t
0
eA0(t−τ)B2yi−2(τ)dτ, i ≥ 2,
⇒ ‖y1(t)‖2 ≤ β2‖ζ1(0)‖+ γ2‖w0(t)‖2,
‖y1(t)‖∞ ≤ β∞‖ζ1(0)‖+ γ∞‖w0(t)‖∞,
‖y2(t)‖2 ≤ β2‖ζ2(0)‖+ ‖y1(t)‖2.
Using equation (8):
‖yi(t)‖2 ≤ β2‖ζi(0)‖+ ‖C(jwI −A)−1B1‖∞‖yi−1(t)‖2
+ ‖C(jwI −A)−1B2‖∞‖yi−2(t)‖2
≤ β2‖ζi(0)‖
+ ‖C(jwI −A)−1B1‖∞max{‖yi−1(t)‖2, ‖yi−2(t)‖2}
+ ‖C(jwI −A)−1B2‖∞max{‖yi−1(t)‖2, ‖yi−2(t)‖2}
≤ β2‖ζi(0)‖+max{‖yi−1(t)‖2, ‖yi−2(t)‖2} ∀i ≥ 3.
By induction,
‖yi(t)‖2 ≤ β2
i∑
j=3
‖ζi(0)‖+max{‖y1(t)‖2, ‖y2(t)‖2}
≤ β2
i∑
j=1
‖ζi(0)‖+ γ2‖w0(t)‖2
From [19], it follows that if
J := min{g}, subject to
CTPC − gI ≺ 0,
P ≻ 0, AP + PAT +B1BT1 + B2BT2 = 0,
4then for some η > 0 and for all i ≥ 1,
‖yi(t)‖∞ ≤
√
J
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣yi−1yi−2
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
2
≤
√
J(‖yi−1(t)‖2 + ‖yi−2(t)‖2)
≤ 2
√
J(β2
i∑
j=1
‖ζi(0)‖ + γ2‖w0(t)‖2)
≤M1 +M2‖w0(t)‖2,
by settingM1 = 2
√
Jβ2α
∗ andM2 = 2
√
Jγ2. This completes
the proof. One requires w0(t) ∈ L∞ to guarantee that
‖yi(t)‖∞ is bounded.
Remark: Theorem 2 can also be applied to a platoon with
n-vehicle lookup scheme by modifying the string stability
criterion to:
n∑
k=1
‖Hk(jω)‖∞ ≤ 1
i.e.,
n∑
k=1
‖C(jwI −A0)−1Bk‖∞ ≤ 1
III. TIME HEADWAY FOR LOSSY CACC VEHICLE STRINGS
A. CACC vehicle strings
A typical constant time headway control law for the ith
following vehicle in an ideal, loss-less CACC string can be
written as:
ui = Kaai−1 −Kv(vi − vi−1)−Kp(xi − xi−1 + hwvi),
(13)
where hw is the time headway, (Ka,Kv,Kp) are tunable gains,
ui is the control input and xi, vi, ai are states of the i
th
vehicle.
Until recently [13], there were no quantitative bounds di-
rectly relating the minimum string stable time headway to the
loss characteristics of the channel. We restate the key results
from [13] for convenience:
• By modeling packet reception over the V2V link as a
binomial random process, we showed that if a large num-
ber of realizations are averaged, the state trajectories of
the stochastic system converge to that of a deterministic
system where the random parameters in the state space
representation are replaced by their expectations.
• Using this deterministic equivalent system, we derived a
lower bound on the time headway as a sufficient condition
for string stability:
hw ≥ hmin = 2τ
1 + γKa
, (14)
where γ is the probability of successfully receiving a packet
- a quantity that can be updated in real time using simple
network performance measurement tools. Also, we have made
the assumption that whenever a packet is successfully received,
it contains accurate acceleration information and have not
accounted for sensor noise in this study.
B. Incorporating the Gilbert Channel Model
The Gilbert model [20] and some of its extensions [21]
[22] are extensively used to simulate bursts of noise that
occur in wireless transmission channels. The Gilbert model
consists of two states: a ‘Good’ state where no packets are
corrupted/dropped, and a ‘Bad’ state, where only R% of the
packets are transmitted error-free. Let the transition probabil-
ities from ‘Good’ to ‘Bad’ and ‘Bad’ to ‘Good’ be P and
Q respectively. The transition diagram for a communication
link between ith and (i− 1)th vehicle is shown below, where
wˆ ∈ {1, 0}. Since errors only occur in the bad state, the
V2V Link
Good
P
Q
1-P
1-Q
ai−1
{
ai−1, if in Good state
ai−1 with probabilityR, otherwise
Bad
Figure 1. Communication link with Gilbert model
probability of a dropped packet is:
P(wˆ = 0) = (1−R) P
P +Q
. (15)
Consequently, the expectation of wˆ is:
E[wˆ] = 1− P (1−R)
P +Q
=: γ, (16)
where γ is the probability of successful packet reception.
P and Q are typically small, if the states are to persist.
Moreover, we have assumed that it is possible to return from
the ‘Bad’ state to the ‘Good’ state. If, for example, a hardware
fault occurs and it is not possible for the V2V link to return to
the ‘Good’ state, then Q = 0 and we will continue to receive
packets with the probability R. This would be equivalent to
the situation presented in our earlier work [13], with γ = q.
Consider a platoon of k vehicles. The ith following vehicle
obtains the acceleration of the (i − 1)th vehicle through
wireless communication. Random variables wˆi,j ∈ {1, 0} are
used to represent the reception/loss of the acceleration packet
from the jth vehicle to the ith vehicle. From measurement,
we can obtain γ := E[wˆi,j ]. Without loss of generality, we
can consider γ to be same for the whole platoon. Let the lead
vehicle be imparted some control action uL by a driver (or
otherwise). The equation of motion for the lead vehicle and
each of the ith following vehicles, i ≥ 1 is given by:
τa˙0 + a0 = uL,
τ a˙i + ai = ui = wˆi,i−1Kaai−1 −Kv(vi − vi−1)
−Kp(xi − xi−1 + hwvi). (17)
For the remainder of this section, we work under the following
assumptions which are reasonable from a practical perspective.
• The leading vehicle’s trajectory is purely deterministic.
• The V2V link operates at a rate equal to or greater than
the vehicle controller’s sampling rate.
• The communication link between any pair of vehicles is
independent from any other pair. That is, the state of one
transceiver doesn’t affect the state of other transceivers
in the platoon
5If we consider the platoon of vehicles as a stochastic system,
its equation of motion can be written as:
˙ˆ
X = Aˆ(wˆ(t))Xˆ +BU, (18)
where Xˆ=(x0, v0, a0, x1, v1, a1, · · ·xk, vk, ak) and U = uL,
the input to the lead vehicle. Note that only the system matrix
Aˆ(wˆ(t)) has random elements. For sake of clarity, we have
written Aˆ and B using equation (17) for a three (1 lead, 2
following) vehicle CACC platoon with imperfect (lossy) V2V
communication. The two random entries in the 9 × 9 system
matrix are highlighted.
AˆL =


0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 −1
τ
0 1 0
0 0 1
Kp
τ
Kv
τ
wˆ1,0Ka
τ
−Kp
τ
p1
−1
τ
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
Kp
τ
Kv
τ
wˆ2,1Ka
τ
−Kp
τ
p1
−1
τ


BL =
[
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
]T
(19)
where,
p1 = −Kv +Kphw
τ
.
Let ∆t be the controller time step so that the total (finite)
run time is tm = m∆t, m ∈ N. Let us consider the evolution
of the stochastic state vector over the first time interval [0, t1):
Xˆ(t1) = Φˆ(t1, 0)Xˆ(0) +
∫ t1
0
Φˆ(t1, ζ)BU(ζ)dζ, (20)
where Φˆ(t1, 0) is the stochastic state transition matrix, depen-
dent on the values of wˆi,j at t = 0. For small controller time
steps, it is reasonable to assume that the input U is updated by
the controller at the beginning of each time step and is held
constant during that interval.
Xˆ(t1) = Φˆ(t1, 0)Xˆ(0) +
∫ t1
0
Φˆ(t1, ζ)dζBU(0) (21)
Since we have defined E[wˆi,j ] = γ, let us consider replacing
the random elements in the system matrix of equation (18)
with their expected values. Then we get some deterministic
system:
˙¯X = A¯X¯ +BU (22)
Our goal now is to show that E[
˙ˆ
X(t)] = ˙¯X(t), for all t ∈
[0, tm]. For the deterministic system, the state evolution for
the first interval [0, t1) is:
X¯(t1) = Φ¯(t1, 0)X¯(0) +
∫ t1
0
Φ¯(t1, ζ)dζBU(0). (23)
Now consider Φˆ(t1, 0) and Φ¯(t1, 0). Since Aˆ(wˆ(t)) only
changes at each controller time step, it is constant in the
interval [0, t1) and takes the value Aˆ(wˆ(0)) =: Aˆ1. So, we
can write
Φˆ(t1, 0) = e
∫ t1
0 Aˆ(wˆ(ξ))dξ = eAˆ1t1 (24)
Φ¯(t1, 0) = e
∫ t1
0 A¯dξ = eA¯t1 (25)
Now we use the power series expansion for the exponential
matrices:
eAˆ1t1 = I + Aˆ1t1 +
(Aˆ1t1)
2
2!
+
(Aˆ1t1)
3
3!
+ · · · (26)
eA¯t1 = I + A¯t1 +
(A¯t1)
2
2!
+
(A¯t1)
3
3!
+ · · · (27)
While generally not true for random matrices [23],
E[Aˆn1 ] = A¯
n ∀n ∈ N (28)
for CACC system matrices with one vehicle lookup akin to
that in equation (19). This is due to its specific structure
since the diagonal elements of the system matrix are purely
deterministic and the powers of Aˆ only contain elements that
are multi-linear in wˆi,j . An algebraic explanation for this has
been provided in the Appendix. For example, for the three
vehicle AˆL matrix, we can see that (AˆL)
n will only contain
bi-linear elements of type f(wˆ1,0, wˆ2,1) for some function f .
This allows us to exploit the fact that the expectation of a
product of independent random variables is the product of their
expectations. We have noticed that this convenient multi-linear
property of the powers of system matrices is afforded only for
one vehicle lookup schemes (CACC) but not for platoons that
utilize communicated information from two or more preceding
vehicles (CACC+ systems).
Thus, over a large number of realizations,
E[Φˆ(t1, 0)] = Φ¯(t1, 0). (29)
Since the initial conditions can be assumed to be the same in
equations (20) and (23), i.e., Xˆ(0) = X¯(0), we get:
E[Xˆ(t1)] = X¯(t1), (30)
for the first interval [0, t1). Let this form the base case with
the induction hypothesis for interval [tk−1, tk) as:
E[Xˆ(tk)] = X¯(tk) (31)
Now consider the next interval [tk, tk+1)
Xˆ(tk+1) = Φˆ(tk+1, tk)Xˆ(tk) +
∫ tk+1
tk
Φˆ(tk+1, ζ)dζBU(tk)
X¯(tk+1) = Φ¯(tk+1, tk)X¯(tk) +
∫ tk+1
tk
Φ¯(tk+1, ζ)dζBU(tk)
Using a similar reasoning as in equations (24 - 29), we can
show that E[Φˆ(tk+1, tk)] = Φ¯(tk+1, tk).
Again, note that the term Φˆ(tk+1, tk)Xˆ(tk) only con-
tains products of independent random variables. From
the induction hypothesis in equation (31), we can claim
E[Φˆ(tk+1, tk)Xˆ(tk)] = Φ¯(tk+1, tk)X¯(tk). This yields:
E[Xˆ(tk+1)] = X¯(tk+1). (32)
From the principle of mathematical induction, E[ ˆX(t)] =
X¯(t) for all finite t ∈ [0, tm]. This allows us to replace
6equation (17) with its deterministic equivalent.
τa˙i + ai = γKaai−1 −Kv(vi − vi−1)
−Kp(xi − xi−1 + d+ hwvi) (33)
Following the procedure in [8] for this governing equation, we
obtain the bound on the minimum employable time headway.
hw ≥ hmin = 2τ
1 + γKa
(34)
IV. APPROXIMATE CONVERGENCE OF STATE VECTOR FOR
TWO VEHICLE LOOKUP
Now let us consider a two vehicle lookup scheme with
packet losses. The equation of motion for each vehicle in the
platoon is given by:
τa˙0 + a0 = uL (35)
τa˙1 + a1 = wˆ1,0Kaa0 −Kv(v1 − v0)
−Kp(x1 − x0 + d+ hwv1) (36)
τa˙i + ai = wˆi,i−1Kaai−1 −Kv(vi − vi−1)
−Kp(xi − xi−1 + d+ hwvi)
+ wˆi,i−2{Kaai−2 −Kv(vi − vi−2)
−Kp(xi − xi−2 + 2d+ 2hwvi)}, ∀i ≥ 2
(37)
where wˆi,j is a Boolean (random) variable used to represent
the reception of information from the jth vehicle to the ith
vehicle. The above system is stochastic, and we would like
to obtain a deterministic equivalent of the system in order to
derive a sufficient condition for a string stable time headway
that can be deployed over lossy communication channels. The
stochastic system can be expressed in a similar state space
form as in equation (18). For clarity, Aˆ(wˆ(t)) is provided for
a (2+1) vehicle platoon, with the last vehicle using acceleration
information from the second and full state information from
leading vehicle. Again, the random entries in the matrix are
highlighted.
A2 =

0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 −1
τ
0 1 0
0 0 1
Kp
τ
Kv
τ
wˆ1,0Ka
τ
−Kp
τ
P1
−1
τ
0 1 0
0 0 1
wˆ2,0Kp
τ
wˆ2,0Kv
τ
wˆ2,0Ka
τ
Kp
τ
Kv
τ
wˆ2,1Ka
τ
P2 P3
−1
τ


BL =
[
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
]T
, (38)
where
P1 = −Kv +Kphw
τ
P2 = −Kp + wˆ2,0Kp
τ
P3 = −Kv +Kphw + wˆ2,0(Kv + 2Kphw)
τ
(39)
Suppose we attempt to use a similar approach to that presented
in section III-B, we see that the powers of Aˆ2 matrix are no
longer multi-linear in the random elements. Consequently,
E[Aˆ2
n
] 6= A¯2n, ∀n ≥ 3,
which renders the earlier approach futile.
The task of obtaining an exact deterministic equivalent of
eqs. (35) to (37) in essence, can be represented as follows:
Given a random matrix S whose elements are not indepen-
dent of each other, find a deterministic matrix D such that:
E[eS ] = eD
To the best of our knowledge, finding an exact expression
for D appears to be tedious for non-trivial cases. While a
wealth of results are available in random matrix theory, they
either rely on diagnonalizability of the matrix or independence
of its elements [24], [25]. S. Geman and R. Khasminskii
[26], [27] provide some results on convergence of stochastic
differential equations, but they appear to require infinitesimally
small time steps, which is not practical for implementation
on real vehicles. A brute force computational method can be
pursued where the matrix exponential of a large number of
realizations of the S matrix are taken and averaged to get eD.
Then its matrix logarithm needs to be calculated numerically
to obtain D. We observed a significant loss of precision due
to the multiple floating point operations involved in taking
matrix exponentials. This causes difficulty in finding a real
valued matrix logarithm.
So instead, we propose the following system, by replacing
all random variables with their expectations:
τa˙0 + a0 = uL (40)
τa˙1 + a1 = γKaa0 −Kv(v1 − v0)
−Kp(x1 − x0 + d+ hwv1) (41)
τa˙i + ai = γKaai−1 −Kv(vi − vi−1)
−Kp(xi − xi−1 + d+ hwvi)
+ γ{Kaai−2 −Kv(vi − vi−2)
−Kp(xi − xi−2 + 2d+ 2hwvi)}, ∀i ≥ 2
(42)
Let us simulate 100 realizations of a 10 vehicle stochastic
platoon during an emergency braking scenario with a packet
reception rate of 50%. Time step used was 0.01s. All 100
stochastic spacing error trajectories of the 10th vehicle are
shown in Fig. 2, along with their average. The corresponding
spacing error trajectory from the proposed system is also
shown in the same figure. While we know that eqs. (40) to (42)
are not the deterministic equivalent of eqs. (35) to (37), we
can see that the difference in peaks between the proposed and
average trajectories is relatively small (in this case, 0.11m).
We also observed that reducing the time step further reduces
this difference, though not in a linear fashion. For example,
reducing the time step to 0.001s from 0.01s reduced the
difference in their peaks by half. So for the purpose of
developing an analytical bound for the minimum string stable
time headway, we will proceed with eqs. (40) to (42).
After some algebraic manipulation, we obtain the following
7equation of motion for each of the ith following vehicle, (i ≥
2):
τ
...
e i + e¨i = Kpei−1 −Kpei −Kv e˙i − γKv e˙i −Kphwe˙i
+Kv e˙i−1 + γKpei + γKae¨i−1 + γKae¨i−2
+ γKve˙i−2 + γKpei−2 + 2γKphw e˙i (43)
This can be written in the Laplace domain as:
Ei(s) = Hp1Ei−1(s) +Hp2Ei−2(s) (44)
where
Hp1(s)
=
γKas
2 +Kvs+Kp
τs3 + s2 + s[(1 + γ)Kv + (1 + 2γ)Kphw] + (1 + γ)Kp
(45)
and
Hp2(s)
=
γKas
2 + γKvs+ γKp
τs3 + s2 + s[(1 + γ)Kv + (1 + 2γ)Kphw] + (1 + γ)Kp
(46)
We can obtain minimum required time headway hmin for
the lossy CACC+ platoon by taking the maximum of the two
yielded from Hp1(s) and Hp2(s), following the method in [8].
Thus, the sufficient condition on time headway for two vehicle
lookup is:
hw ≥ hmin = 2τ(1 + γ)
(1 + 2γ)(1 + γ(1 + γ)Ka)
(47)
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Figure 2. Overlaid stochastic spacing error trajectories and the proposed
approximation
V. SIMULATIONS
The ideal method to corroborate the bound on minimum
time headway is to implement the controller on four or more
passenger cars and perform real-world experiments, which is
logistically demanding. Also, it would be expensive to demon-
strate string instability under emergency braking scenarios
with real vehicles. Instead, we develop longitudinal model of
a 2017 Lincoln MKZ using throttle and brake maps. Once
the model is validated using experimental data, we implement
six virtual vehicles in Simulink to demonstrate the advantages
of the proposed algorithm. As a preliminary check, we first
perform simulations using the linear point mass model from
equation (1).
A. Preliminary Simulations with Point Mass model
Let us consider a homogeneous platoon where the parasitic
lags of all vehicles are upper bounded by τ = 0.4s. The
transition probabilities for the Gilbert channel from Fig. 1 were
set to P = 0.2 and Q = 0.1. Further, we assume that the all
packets are transmitted successfully while the channel is in
the ‘Good’ state and only 20% of the packets are successfully
transmitted in the ‘Bad’ state (i.e., R = 0.2). This yields
γ = 0.467 from equation (16).
We now simulate a CACC+ platoon of seven (one lead + six
following) vehicles operating under a constant time headway
policy as stated in eqs. (35) to (37) using Simulink. For sim-
ulations with the same linear model with one-vehicle lookup,
please refer to [5], [13]. For CACC+, the first following vehicle
only has one predecessor so it uses the CACC control law from
equation (17).
The lead vehicle initially moves with a constant velocity of
25m/s, then at t = 10s, decelerates at the rate of −9m/s2
to 16m/s, which it maintains for the rest of the simulation.
This setup simulates an emergency braking maneuver. Gains
(Ka,Kv,Kp) were set to (0.2, 2.5, 1). Spacing error plots for
the first, third and fifth following vehicles for three different
communication scenarios are presented in Fig. 3.
First, the platoon is simulated with a time headway of
0.45s but with no packet losses. This scenario is expected
to result in a string stable platoon, since the headway exceeds
the minimum bound of 0.38s from [8]. In the next scenario,
the platoon uses the same time headway but packet losses
are enabled using the Gilbert channel described earlier. We
can see from the second subplot in Fig. 3 that maintaining
the same time headway induces string instability, since the
last follower’s spacing error is larger than that of the first.
Finally, since equation (47) yields a minimum value of 0.53s,
the third platoon operates under the same lossy V2V channel
but with the headway chosen as 0.6s, resulting in a string
stable platoon. A headway of 0.6s is smaller than the minimum
for an ACC platoon (0.8s) and that for a lossy one-vehicle
lookup platoon (0.73) [13], so there is no need to degrade the
platooning mode.
B. Higher-Fidelity Longitudinal Model
Since we are concerned about longitudinal string stability,
it is sufficient to capture the behavior of the drive-line and
braking system of a vehicle, ignoring lateral dynamics. A
variety of longitudinal models are available in literature de-
pending on components of interest (engine/transmission/tires)
and level of fidelity required [28]–[30]. Many of them either
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Figure 3. Spacing errors a CACC+ platoon with linear point mass model
under different scenarios
require extensive data collection or privileged information
from the vehicle/component manufacturer. Instead, we follow
an approach similar to [31] and develop throttle/brake maps
that relate pedal inputs and vehicle speed to acceleration
generated. These signals are typically available directly on the
onboard CAN bus of any drive-by-wire capable vehicle. In our
case, an AutonommouStuff instrumented 2017 Lincoln MKZ
hybrid car was used. Unlike in [31], there was no need to
model the transmission seperately since the MKZ hybrid car
uses a continuously variable transmission.
Figure 4. Throttle map of 2017 Lincoln MKZ
Figure 5. Brake map of 2017 Lincoln MKZ
The throttle and brake maps are presented in Figs. 4 and 5.
Data was collected by cycling through different combinations
of pedal inputs and velocities. Supplemental points were added
manually at the extremities of the brake map to saturate the
deceleration estimates and for smoother interpolation. The
surface fit was obtained using gridfit function in MATLAB.
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Figure 6. Brake and throttle inputs used for validation
To validate the model developed, a test run was performed
on the real vehicle through manual driving. The throttle and
brake inputs were recorded (as shown in Fig 6) and the
same was supplied to the longitudinal model in simulation.
The recorded acceleration and velocity of the real vehicle is
compared with the output of the simulated vehicle in Fig. 7.
As we can see, the developed model is able to capture
the longitudinal dynamics of the real vehicle and predict the
variables of interest (acceleration and velocity) with sufficient
fidelity. Position of the vehicle is obtained through integration
and is not as important for model validation as the platoon
controllers only require relative position while they require
absolute velocity and absolute acceleration. Next, we will use
this newly validated model to corroborate the lossy CACC
and CACC+ control schemes for a variety of time headway
settings.
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Figure 7. Model validation of longitudinal acceleration and velocity
C. CACC/CACC+ Simulations with Validated Car Model
We use the same Gilbert burst channel parameters and the
same lead vehicle maneuvers as in Section V-A. For lossy one
vehicle lookup (CACC), the following controller gains were
used: (Ka,Kv,Kp) = (0.8, 1.5, 2). Actuation braking lag in
the Lincoln MKZ was measured to be 0.37s, based on the
deceleration step response on the real vehicle. This value was
used for τ to calculate the minimum time headway. Three
scenarios are presented in Fig. 8 with a platoon of validated
virtual vehicles: first without any losses and a time headway of
0.45s, then with losses enforced in the V2V link, and finally
after increasing the time headway to 0.6s.
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Figure 8. Spacing errors a CACC platoon with high fidelity model under
different scenarios
For lossy one-vehicle lookup, the sufficient minimum con-
dition for headway, from equation (34), is 0.538s. So as
expected, an adjusted headway of 0.6s provides string stability
with the spacing errors diminishing across the platoon, while
a headway of 0.45s is unstable if the communication link is
not ideal. There is no need to degrade the platoon to ACC
mode (for which the sufficient condition on the minimum time
headway is 2τ = 0.74s).
Similarly, three scenarios for a two vehicle (CACC+)
scheme are presented in Fig. 9. The gains used were:
(Ka,Kv,Kp) = (0.75, 2.5, 1.5). Again, we observe that a
time headway that would otherwise be stable under ideal
V2V communication becomes unstable when packet losses are
introduced. The minimum headway for the given value of γ
from equation (47) is 0.371s so picking a headway of 0.4s
stabilizes the platoon, without the need to degrade to a CACC
scheme.
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Figure 9. Spacing errors a CACC+ platoon with high fidelity model under
different scenarios
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a method to uniformly bound
spacing errors for any vehicle in a platoon, given the platoon
leader’s motion which is relevant from a safety perspective.
Earlier results for a sufficient condition on the minimum string
stable time headway for lossy one-vehicle lookup schemes
were validated for burst noise channels. Furthermore, an
approximate estimate of the same for a two-vehicle lookup
scheme was also presented. Finally, the time headway con-
straints were corroborated using a high fidelity longitudinal
model that was validated on a 2017 Lincoln MKZ hybrid car.
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VII. APPENDIX
Expected Value of Powers of Random Matrices
We will attempt to explain why equation (28) holds for
CACC systems.
First, note that for a random matrix Mˆ , E[Mˆ2] = (E[Mˆ ])2
does not necessarily imply that all elements of Mˆ are deter-
ministic. For a scalar random variable xˆ,
if E[xˆ2] = (E[xˆ])2
=⇒ E[xˆ2]− (E[xˆ])2 = Var[xˆ] = 0
A random variable cannot have zero variance, so claiming
E[xˆ2] = (E[xˆ])2 implies that xˆ is a deterministic constant.
But in the case of matrices, this condition merely requires
that the diagonal elements of Mˆ are deterministic.
Now let us study the powers of Mˆ . Suppose Mˆ takes the
form:
Mˆ =


0 ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ∗ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ∗ 0 0 0 0 0 0
∗ ∗ f1(aˆ) ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0
∗ ∗ f2(aˆ) ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0
∗ ∗ f3(aˆ) ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0
g1(bˆ) g2(bˆ) p1(aˆ, bˆ) h1(bˆ) h2(bˆ) h3(bˆ) ∗ ∗ ∗
g3(bˆ) g4(bˆ) p2(aˆ, bˆ) h4(bˆ) h5(bˆ) h6(bˆ) ∗ ∗ ∗
g5(bˆ) g6(bˆ) p3(aˆ, bˆ) h7(bˆ) h8(bˆ) h9(bˆ) ∗ ∗ ∗


,
(48)
where ‘*’ represents some deterministic scalar element, aˆ
and bˆ are random variables, each f(·), g(·), h(·) is some linear
function and each p(·) is a bi-linear function in aˆ and bˆ.
When multiplied by itself, we get an Mˆ2 matrix that takes
the same structure, albeit the coefficients in the functions and
the magnitudes of the deterministic entries may change. This
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can be verified visually. Consequently, higher powers of Mˆ
can always be put in the same form.
Since we have established that powers of Mˆ have an
invariant structure, all that is left is to confirm that AˆL from
equation (19) is a specific manifestation of this structure with
wˆ1,0 and wˆ2,1 replacing aˆ and bˆ respectively.
While we have demonstrated this for a three vehicle platoon,
similar invariant structures can be observed for platoons of
size n (which yield 3n× 3n system matrices) as long as they
utilize a one-vehicle lookup policy. Thus, equation (28) holds
for CACC due to the structure of the matrix.
